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MAGNEITZED TARG~ FUSION
- An OVCMCWof the concept
Ronald C. Kirkpatrick
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Magnetized target fusion (MTF) seeks to take advantage of the reduction of thexmal conductivity
through tie application of a suong magneticficld and thereby ease the req uirements for reaching
fusion conditions in a thermonuclear (TN) fusion fuel. A potentially important benefit of the
strong field i.. the partial trapping of energetic charged particles to enhance energy deposition by
the TN fusion reaction products. The essential physics is described. MTF appears to lead to
fusion targets *at m@.re orders of magnitude less ~wer and intensity for fusion ignition than
currently proposed (unmagnetized) irwtial confinement fusion (ICF) targets do, making some
very energetic pulsed power dtiver; attractive for realizing controlled fusion.
INTRODUCTION
The fist suggestion for using a strong magnetic field to suppress thenna.1conduction in a thermonuclear (TN) fusion fuel occurred in 1945 [1], but because a) the goal of fusion explosives was
not immediately pursued and b) when TN fusion was finally pursued the availability of fission
energy made suppression of thermal conduction unnecessary for achieving fusion, no expenment.aleffort was made to utilize a magnetic field in a fusion fuel until many years later. When controlled TN fusion was first pursued in the late 1950s, the magnetic field was recognized as a
means of not just reducing thermal conduction, but totally eliminating conduction to the walls of
the plasma container by isolating the plasma physically within the reactor, that is, magnetically
confining the fusion fuel. While this approach is very attractive, ii has led to limitations on the
nature of the fusion fuel and to complex difficulties that even 40 years later are the subject of
intense research, without completely sa- {actory solutions. The main limitation is the necessity
to operate at relatively low pressure, hence !OWdensity in the fusion fuel, The simple criterion of
Lawson then dictates the necessity of long energy confinement time. ,This leads to the chief difficulty of magnetic confinement fusion (MCF), that is, that it must be managd for a very long
while, thus funher aggravate the problem. In an extension of the arguments that led to the Lawson Criterion it has been pointed out that some practical considerations make the requirements on
fuel confinement for a useful fusion reactor even more resrnctive [2].
Since the time when controlled TN fusion was originally proposed, another controlled fusion concept called !nertial confinement fusion (lCF) was invented. It relied on the ability of a ker to
deliver a very pwerful and intense light pulse to a target and drive it to the extremely high pressure necessary for TN fusion ignition in a very small /olunw. Because the total energy that would
be released is limited by the amount of fuel in the targe~,and the laser pulse necessary to ignite the
fuel is controlled, t!!is explosive form of fusion is considered to be sontrolk.d, However, the
energy necessary to reach fusion ignition seems just beyond the capabilities of presently available

lasers. The tight icn beam variant of lCF relies on more energetic tdmology which presently
kks the intensity naessary for ignition. ICF ignition requires simultaneously sufficient energy,
p+cr@
intensity delivered to the target. Attempts to provide the twzessary driver for ICF have
led to large and expensive programs.
Here, wc advocate an approach that is interrxdiate between MCF and ICF, as ctmently pursued
in the US national fusion programs. It is called magnetized W& fusion (MTF) and seeks to capitalize on the advantages of the other rwo approaches, while avoiding their pitfalls. It is truly a
different approach, not just a simple v~.t
of either magnetic confinement or inertial confinerrmt. Both sirong magnetic fields and implosion with some form of driver are required. The
restrictions and operating ranges thought to be necessary have been mapped out and are discussed
MOW. In addition, previous relevant experiments are c5tcd, briefly describe.dti discussed. The
need for a definitive proof-of-principle experiment and the suitability for various applications is
explored, but scarce. resources and lack of a workin~ MTF device have limited our ability to do
more than speculate about applications. An effort is made to show that some resmictio,Mimposed
on the other approaches to controlled fusion and their applications are greatly relieved by MTF.
Also, we will cxplom the possibility of using D374cas a TN fusion fuel for MTF.
PHYSICS PRINCIPLES FOR AN MIT TARG~
When discussing MTF, the word target is used in its broadest sense. MTF involves implosion of
a“target plasma, a plasl m that must be dynamically formed either inside &region where it is
hnplcded (or otherwise compress@ or outside, followed by injection into that region. For
fusion, the target plasma must also be a fusion “fuel”, for example, deutcrium and tritium (DT) m
deuterium and light helium (D3He). Survey calculations [3] have shown that the target plasma
must be created with a temperature T >50 ev and a magnetic field B >50 KG, and other calculations have shown that for succcssfiJl implosion to ignition conditions in the MTF mode, the
plasma mass must exceed some minimum mass (-1- 10 pg of DT) [4]. This sets lower limits on
the energies required for target plasma creation and implosion, but limits that are well within
modem pulsed power capabilities.
The physics principles of MTF are:
1) Application of a strong magnetic field to reduce the thermal conduction through
the target plasma to the shell (or “pusher”) that contains and compresses it.
2) operation at low dsnsity to reduce radiative losses from the target plasma.
3) Sufficiency large six and magnetic field to allow for turning the charged fusion
reaction products within the target plasma as ignition conditions are approached.
4) Magnetic flux compression along with the relatively adiabatic compression of the
target plasma.
5) Use of art auxiliary energy and current source to heat and magnetize the target plasma.

The last principle (i.e., 5) differs from ICF, ‘“~herethe first strong shock that emerges fiorrt the
pusbcr into the DT fuel establishes the temperature and density frnm which subsequent compression pmceds. This is referred to as setting the xliabat fcwthe compression, since subsequent
SIICKkS
that follow maybe considered to be weak by comparison,and rapid compression by a
series of weak shocks approximates an adiabatic compression. Even without a magnetic field, the
separate setting of the adiabat for subsequent compression should be very advantageous. This
point is discussed in more detail the next section.
REQUIREMENTS K)R FUSION IGNITIC)N
While many fusion concepts don’t rely on ignition for economic viability, ignition generally lowers the threshc Id for economic viability. This point was made in a companion paper in this same
proceedings [2]. By examining the energy bahncc and energy rate equations it is possible to
define the physical requirements for fusior ignition. This has been done elsewhere [3-’5],so here
we wiil just encapsulate the results of such studies and discuss the implications.
F@.re 1 shows a Lindl-WM.ner diagram for the IcF extreme of MTF (i.e., B=O). Here, the qxo
temperature ra’.ccontour is shown as a function of plasma areal density pR and temperature T
(where Te = Ti = T for convenience of presentation) for a 13Tfusion IJasma for the case of no
external energy being added ( -PdV/dt = -3cvv/R = O). Fusion energy deposition overcomes thermal losses in the forms of bremssuahhmg, heat conduction from the hot fusion fuel to the cold
(1W ev) inner wall ef the target, and inverse Compton cooling, but only inside the contour in the
upper right of the dia~arn. This contour is remarkably insensitive to other characteristics of the
target such as mass and size. It is sensitive to the dominant fusion reaction for the fuel and to the
square of the charge carried by the fusion fuel reactants. Almost all ICF studies are done with
deutenum and tritium (DT) for t},. reactants, thereby both maximizing the fusion cross section
and minimizing the charge of the reactants. Fusion ignition for ICF relies on compression work
being done on the fuel by successive shocks. This moves the fuel from its ir.itial cold Ctateto
fusion conditions, similar to the principle of a diesel engine. There are minimum values of T and
rhoR for the fusion region (where the fiision energy deposited by the DT alpha reaction products
overcomes the losses), and also a minimum value for their product rhoR times T, which is proportional to the product of piasma pressure times radius PR. For ignition to be ac},ieved, it is necessary to attain or exceed the minimum PR, and to follow a (pR,T) path for the compression that
intersects the fusion region.
The maximum value of PR that can be achieved in an ICF r.arget implosion is necessarily related
to the energy in the implosion, and more ~peci!ically it depends on tie mass of the pusher, the
velocity of the pusher, and its material properties. The more energetic the implosion, the higher
the the resultant PR. At the end of the compression, ideally from an energy perspective, all the
energy of the implosion is shared as internal energy by the pusher and the fusion fuel, A simple
analysis of this process shows that under optimum conditions, one fifth of the energy in the impiosion can be transferred to the fusion fuel. Four fifths or more must remain in the pusher [6]. For
marginal PR, the intersection of the (pR,T) path of the compression with the fusion region must
beat a single point, dictating that only a very narrow path in pR and T plane (i.e., along a single
adiabat) can provide ignition, This makes ICF ignition with marginal implosion energy very
tricky, because the implosion must provide precisely the right first strong shock, yet must also

have sufikient energy to camy the fusion fuel to a suf6cicnt PR. This assumes that the initial density in d’ttICF target was precisely the design value, which demands ngomus control of the target
fabrication and perhaps temperattue control in the target chamber. This is why a separate wting
of the impksion diabat for the fusion fuc! should be advantageous for lCF, but presently this is
ordy aaempted in a hmited way through puke shaFing of the laser tight.
Exceeding the minimum implosion energy that allows ignition for ICF gteatly reduces the difficulty of achieving ignition, kauw the line of cmstant PR i.nursects an increasingly broader pan
of the fusion region asthevalue of PRisincmaw& thusallowing abroaderband ofadiabatstobe
fol.lowal for ignition. The role of instabilities and potential impurity injection into the fusion fuel
dd.s fwllxr camplkbns
which have been discussed by Lindl [5] and othm Lind.1showed that
im.pkiort velocities somewhat in excess of 10 cn@s were required for ICF ignition in the
k order of 20 c@.ls was necessary for one level of impuabsence of impmitics (Fig. 2), and on ●
rities.
Colgate, et al. [6] t,ave shown that for the case of no impurities the implosion velocity needed for
ignition is close!y linked to the value of PR needed for ignition and that smaller targets can be
ignited if high implosion velocities are used. If fact the minimum mass, hence energy needed, for
fusion ignition is very sensitive to the implosion velocity ( E-v-m, where m = 6 to 8). It is always
true that at least the themd energy of tie portion of mass of the fusion fuel that actually ignites
must lx transfemed from the pusher for ignition to occur. Because the fuel and the pusher never
‘completely stagnate in ICF txgets, more than this irred~cible minimum is required.
MAGNETIZED TARGET FUSION IGNITION
When h effects of a magnetic field on the fusion fuel physics is considered, it becomes apparent
that the two predominant effects are the reduction of the thermal conductivity and the partial trapping of the fusion charged reaction products. Other less important consequences include the
necessily to compress the magnetic field along with the fusion fuel, the additional energy loss due
to sycchrotron radiation, and the inherent two-dimensional nature of the implosion and transport
processes. In fact, the ma~neric fields rquired for MTF are not sufficiently strong to significantly
effect the dimcmslonality of the implosion or to cause significant synchrotronsradiation. Compression of the field has great potential benefit in terms of enhancing DT alpha energy deposition (i.e.,
“self-heatbg”) of the fusion fue!.
Figure 3 shows a Lind.1-Widnerdiagram for the MTF case (BXI). This diagram was constructed
in the same way m Figure 1, by plotting the contour of net zero heating plus cooling due to the
relevant physical processes, including synchrotronsradiation and the thermal conduction as inhibited by the magnetic field. An empirical relation was used [o account for the effect of the field on
the DT a!pha energy dcpo~ition. This empirical relation is currently being ilnproved (Fig. 4).
For a spherical target with a uapped azimuthal magnetic field, compression causes the fie!d to
increase as the inverse square of the radius. The same is true of tie meal density pR. l%:
notable feature of Figure 3 is the appearance of art additional fusion region at much lower pR than
the one for ICF. Also, the size and sktpe of the KY fusion region are somewhat modified, In the
MTF fusion region, the plasma parwneters of imptance have ve~ high values: The magnetic

iiekl decay time is much longer than w implosion time, the mtio of the thermal energy to the magnetic 6eld energy (beta) is much greater than unity, * product of the ektron cyclotron frequency and the mllision time is large, and the ratio of the plasma frequency to tk cyckxron
kquency is large. All these parameters are favomble for classical behavior of the pla..ma and
mhhizadon of plasma instabilities. They are also well within the rcgkx of resistive magnetm
hydrodynamics (MI-ID).
One notable -t
of the MTF fusion region is the very low Yalue o. PR necessary to access it.
This means that the implosion need not be so energetic as is the case for ICF. Still, at least the
energy necessary to supply the thermal energy at the time of ignition must be transferred from the
pusher to the fusion fuel. Because all the energy loss rates are reduced in the MTF fusion region,
the implosion velocity necessary to achieve ignition is drastically reduced. While over 10 crm’ps
is required for ICF, less than 1 ct@s seems adequate for MTF. This is shown in Figure 5, where
the implosion velocity of 0.3 crr@s shows a clear path f-mman initial 50 ev into the fusion region
at turnaround (V-*).
While ignition with such low implosicn velocities remains only a theoretical possibility until
demonstrattxi, realization of MTF ignition with these low implosion velocities would have a
major impact of the driver requirements for fusion ignition. First as previously noted, the MTF
targets are larger than ICF targets, on the ortier of a centim- mr rather than a millimeter. V‘ith very
low implosion velocities, the implosion time increases from ;ianoseconds to microseconds. This
means that for aboui the same mass of fuel, the driver power requirrd for achieving ignitior~is
orders of magnitude lower than for ICE Since the size determines the surface area of tlw target,
the intensity on target can be even more orders of magnitude lower than the intensity needed for
ICF. In fact. the minimum hohlraum temperature needed for indirect drive targets in ICF is
closely tied to the intensity needed to drive the target to ignition. This mears that indirect drive
with MTF would require only tens instead of hundreds of ev terqxrature in the hohlraurn. In fact,
there is no incentive for indirect drive for an MTF target, because symmetry of implosion i.snot
such an important issue as it is fcr ICF. Because tie initial temperature is determined by the target
plasma creation, and it ca~lbe made quite high, the convergence necessary for ignition can be
quite small ( (Ti#O)*~ - 10 to 15) for spherical targets,
PAST EXPERIENCE
The most extensive series of MTF experiments were the Pili-target experiments conducted by
Sandia Naticmal Labora~ory in 1977 [7-9]. These experiments were conducted on a relativistic
electron beam machine, which had a non-relativistic prepulse. The previous, simple target expcrimem :onducted by Sandia represented their initial involvement in ICE Fot their first experiments they had used spherical tugets consisting of a thin shell containing deuterium gas mounted
on a stalk attached to the anode of the e-beam diode. The relativistic electrons had high enough
current to pinch the beam into a pencil sized column that impinged on the target from the cathode.
Because the electrorx were relativistic, the stopping length was large, and the fields in the diode
(as disturbed by the rarget) caused the elecnons lo reflex through the target, providing relatively
uniform energy deposition. Because the energy deposition was very uniform, the target shell
exploded, with part driven radially outward uld pari inward This enabled the e=beam machine to
implode the targets quite symmetrically. However, for ICF in the usual sense, uniform energy

*
ttion in the shell (and throughot,u the deuteriurtt gas) limited the degree of ccmwrgence possible. This is became uniform deposition set the shell on a high adiaba~ so that the i?~plosion
Pm@ -t
of the cinto internal energy of the implaling part of the shell, not into the
deuterium fuel. Therefore, it was d@ded to abandon the c-beam machine ic favor of a iight ion
beam machine. The advantage was that the light ions (protons in the Iirst machine) had a very
short range (and producod no brernssuahlung in heavier metal shells), but the dklvantage would
be loss of efficiency in producing the light ion beam and the necessity to focus it onto the target,
kause ions couldn’t lx pindwd into a beam.
While the fit proton beam machine was king designed, the Wndia team tied a novel idea on an
e-beam machine. An electzodc was mounted on the target between it and the cathcuk, so that
it intercepted the non-relativistic pm-pulse from the cathcde and discharged a current through the
target. In fact, a ~
wire was adckl along the axis inside the -CL which cxpluied due to the
pre-pulse current. The collector, ~
wire inside, plus the sta)!con the tie
schematically
resembled a Greek Phi, hence tic name phi-target. The discharge created a hot, magnetized
plasma. When the pm-pulse ended and the relativistic pulse began, the imploding the shell to
compre.s the magnetized plasma inside up to temperatures sufficient to produce neutrons. These
were the fit TN neutrons produced by the Sandia team [7].
The experimental campaign involved over two dozen targets, 1; of which were complete. lle
rest were Echiefl as null experiments (with bumps, holes, no electrode, etc.) in an effort to dewrmine if :mme other physics might be responsible for the neutron production besides the compres~ion of tlw ho~ magnetized C% plasma.None of the null targets gave measurable neutrons, but
eight of the complete meets did, ranging from 5 to 25 million. These experiments are reprted in
more detail in an accompanying paper in this symposium [9].
Shortly afler the Phi-tmget experiments some effort was made to model these experiments with
one- and twmdimensicmal (1-D and 2-D) computer codes [10]. One of the few gas filled targets
was chosen for modeling, because of computational linira~ions. First, a 1-D calculation was done
to obtain the implosion dynamics of the e-beam driven shell, then a 2-D resistive .calcub
tion was done using the interface motion from the 1-D calculation for the history of the outer
boundary in the 2-D calculation during the implosion phase. The 2-D resistive MI-IDcalculations
showed that during the pre-pulse phase, the plasma had an overturning flow, but during the very
she, t implosion, very little motion mcurrcd. The plasma temperature reached about WI ev in the
calculations. The implosion trapped the field and compressed it up to about 1 MG. A convergence of about 20 was required to match the obsenwd neutron yield. It was concluded that the
expet imental measurements as analyzed by the 1-D and 2-D codes were consistent with a TN origin for the neutrons.
In addition to the Phi-target experiments, there were liner-on-plasma ideas pursued at Los Alamos
and at the Naval Research IAmratory (NRL), The Fast Linex program in Los Alamos [11] succeeded in producing a plasma at 30 ev with an embedded field of about 10 KG, and in dtiving a
solid liner symmetrically at about 1 cm/us. However, the plasma was thought insufficient for the
Pw*,
nd no experiment was done with a plasmi, inside the liner The NRL Linus Program
propscd to use a liquid liner to compress a fusion plasma, but no intqyated experiments WCR
ever done.

Electrically driven shock tube eapetiments at Columbia University [12] have been interpreted as
evidence for classical {Spi~-1.ik? rather than Bohm) reduction of the thermal by a magnetic McI
in a high (beta) plasrruL Particle-in-d
calculations by Dawson,Okuda, ad Rosen provide some
tkredcal understanding for this result [ 13]. When the plasma frequency is sufficiently high relative to the electron cyclotron trequency, plasma fluctuations don’t persist long enough for Bohm
diffusion to be an cfkaive transport mechanism.
In Russi& during the days of the Soviet Union, the All-Union Scientific Institute for Expr-mmta.l
Physics (VNIIEF) had embarked on a program of high explosive pulsed power, one of the applications of which was magnetic implosion of a liner, and artotkr of which was the creation of art
energetic magnetized plasma. We have come to know the latter as the MAGO experiments [ 14].
In these experiments they were able to generate neutron prducing magnetized plasmas in the
range of 200 ev and 50 KG. In recent months, joint experir.mts with Los Alanms have cmftrmed
these numbers. It would appear that all the requisite factors are in place to allow an integrated
MTF ex~nment with explosive pulsed power, but it should also be possible to do M’iF experiments in a beam on a-get configuration, similar to the Phi-target experiments thzt Sandia performed. The collaborative experiments are discussed more extensively in another paper in this
symposium [15].
DRJVER REQUIREMENTS FOR IGNITION
Ignition of a fusion target that is imploded rquires t!!at the driver be able to deliver a pulse of
energy that is simultaneously sufficiently intense, powerful, and energetic. bwers are clearly sufficiently incense and powerful, but cmently lack the necessary energy for ICF ignition. Pulsed
power drivers such as light ion beams have for a long time had enough energy, possibly had sufficient power, but lacked the focusing, that is, intensity on target. No heavy ion beam dri~er exists
yet, but one of the problems they must face is the necessky to use indirect drive. It appears that
heavy ion drivers will be unable to deliver a sufficiently intense pulse to achieve the necessary
hohlrau” {temperature for ICF fusion ignition. So, no driver is available for ICF ignition, except
perhaps explosive fission sources. While a fission source could be invaluable for ICF research
right now, it is not permitted currently and would not be a politically acceptable choice for a
fusion power reactor in the foreseeable future.
Because MTF relaxes the pwer and intensity requirements I,eded for ignition in the MTF fusion
region, pulsed power drivers become very attractive.
The great advantage of MTF in this regard is illustrated by Figure 6, in which the MTF targets are
shown to operate at orders of magnitude less power than do ICF targets. It can be argud that
MTF targets may have low gain (which should be true only for simple targets), bul even if so, this
would be more than offset by the fact that pulsed power drivers can have a high efficiently when
properly designed to deliver energy to a matched load. in addition, one study of potential MIT
targets explores the possibility of obutining high gain [8].
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The fact that the target plasma must be magnetized means that the field pressure must augment the
panick (or plasma) pressure, w that those regions in the plasma where the field is stronger have
wme degree of buoyancy, leading to hydrodynamic turnover. This convective behavior could
augment the (reduced) conductive heat flow to tie wall. The degree to which convection augments conduction depends on the velcxity of convection relative to the implosion velocity. A secondary effect of convedon is the potential enuainmem of wall ma~-rial in the plasma flowing
past the wall. This could have two comequences: the added thermal capacity of the material
entrained and enhanced radiative cooling. The physics associated with these processes is understaul, but the ability of our codes to model these processes is presently limited. For MTF in its
simplest form there is no need to np the mdiation generated in the plasma, so that light elements
suffice as ingredients of the wall (i.e., pusher). This means that the maximum value of the impurity nuclear charge Z can be kept to a minimum. The physics of the impurity radiation is weU
understood, but deta.ded tremment in a code does involve a significant computational effort.
Some simple arguments lead to the conclusion that for light clement impurities, the major process
that enhances the xadiation from the high tempermure plasma is brcmsstrahlung. The critical
question is how much material will be entrained in Ae plasma. This issue needs to be addressed.
If the DT targets have frozen DT layers inside the shell [iI], t-henthere would IMno impurity, but
the problem of added heat capacity would stiil arise.
Target plasma creation in the Phi-twget discussed below was accomplished with a simple elecrncal discharge through a CD2 wire or thrcwgh a deuterium gas. This process was modeled for the
case of discharge through the ~ gas by Lindemuth &K!Wkkr [10]. It appears that the resistive
nature of the 1)2 gas while it was not yet hot allowed the magnetic field to diffuse into the D2
pluima,
thus providing a hot, magnetized plasma. We do not yet know what ranges of temperature, density and field can be produced by this approach. The high density Z-pinch has been modeled by S’hechey [16] and others and is now we!l understood for a range of conditions, but we still
need to c.plore the range relevant lo ,MTF. In addition, the calculations need to have experimental verific:ition. Finally, the MAGO experiments seem to have produced a magnetized plasma of
interest to MTF. These experiments are currently under scrutiny to see if the calculated parameters agree with the experimental measurements. If so, this maybe a suitable target plasma for
MTF.
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assure bon for D%+e. Additional calculations are needed to bctterdefine the
MTF fusion region for D4+ c. However, there is evidence that D% might be useful for MTF.
APPLICA’’ONS
No fusion concept has an application unless it @xms adequately for pmctkal use in the prCF
posed application. Currently, there are only a few settings in which fusion performs adequately:
the sun and TN we,qmns are two, but a few very low level, portable neutron sources also exist.
Therefore, this discussion of applications for MTF is necessarily q.mculativc, and assumes that
MTF will provide a significant (but manageably small) source of TN fusion energy. TM characteristics of a working MTF fusion scheme depend on whether a liner on target plasma or a beam
on target approach works, as well as the type of driver employed. If the configuration of a working scheme is beam on target, then applications of MTF should be similar to those of ICF, that is,
fusion enrrgy production and perhaps space propulsion. If MTF takes the form of a liner cmtarget
plasma, then the range of pxential applications maybe narrow, e.g., some device like that pm
posed in the NRL Linus I%ograrn to provide fusion energy. Edward Teller doubts the energy production application of fusion, but believes fusion is necessary for space propulsion. This is
because he believes that fission energy is a reality that is being embraced by the world (outside the
US). Until something besides a bomb or the sun is demonstrated at useful power density, then all
ollwr applications are speculation. The emphasis should be on the dernonsrration of a working
concept. Once this is done, I predict that many applications will be proposed. One application of
fusion that receives little attention is transmutation. Therrnalized neutrons can be used for rncdical isotope production and for converting cheap, abundant elements into rare, valuable ones. We
know how well this works for fission reactors. Pulsd neutron sources may be mom versitile.
SUMMARY
We have presented an ovemiew of the MTF concept. Two accompanying papers at this symposium have discussed other aspects of MTF: Mary Ann Sweeny provided an account of the 1977
Phi-target experiments at Sandia National Lab in Albuquerque [9] and subsequent calculational
studies [8]. Irv Lindemuth discussed the fledgling US/Russia collaboration on the MAGO experiments [15]. Other concepts presented here have overlap with MIT or in some cases may even
embody all the basic principles of MTF [18].
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig. 1 Li.ndl-Wtier diagram fm the I(2F case (W=(l).
l’lw fusion region is where fusion energy deposition
overccmm energy losses (dO/dtMl) at turnaround (v=O).
The fusicm region is insensitive to the DT mass for the targe~
~g. 2 Lindl-W]dn~ di.agmrn with COMprCSSiOIl heating (~).
Su.filcicnt implosion veltity allows ignition to be achieved.
Fig. 3 Lindl-Wtier diagram fw the MIT case (BM)).
The size and position of the MTF fusion region depends on
both the field strength and the target plasma mass.
Fig. 4 Computed fractional cne~y deposition for a DT alpha
particle in a 10 Km DT plasma with a uniform magnetic field.
Fig. 5 Lindl-Wkiner diagxam with ovcrlayed zero temperature mte
contours for various implosion velocities. Also shown
on the plot are representative adiabats for cylindrical
(C) ahd spherical (S) geometries and a line of constant
pressure times radius PR-pRxT (denoted by P).
Fig. 6 The power and energy necessary for MTF targets. MTF targets
should operate at low power (and intensi!y) on target.
Fig. 7 Lindl-Wkiner diagram for D3He. The consemative
assumption that Ti=Te=T is made.
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